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Is anyone else in shock that it’s almost 2024?! Where did time even go? Wow! Nonetheless, we can all agree that December is definitely one of the best and most magical months of the year; beautiful lights, Christmas spirit galore and some vacation days haha!! It truly is the ideal month to slow down, be a little more present, and just reflect on your year while sipping on a warm glass of hot chocolate (or some mulled wine) and looking out the window (yes yes.. just like a Hallmark holiday movie).
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In that very spirit of reflection, let’s take a look at what the universe has planned for your love life this December.




Aries
Your passionate, fiery spirit is the perfect contrast to December’s chilly winds. This month, you might find someone who can match your energy. Finally, all the times your mom called you “extra” will pay off when you swipe right without hesitation, and match with someone just as hyped as you. Don’t shy away from making the first move. 
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Taurus
December brings a period of stability in your love life. It’s totally normal for you to not fall for those who show big gestures, instead appreciate and observe how someone shows up consistently for you. Although us brown people love money, remember money isn’t everything. If you’re deep in the swiping, reach out to your matches with thoughtful messages that spark deep conversations and pay attention to the quality of the person versus their financial status.  
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Gemini 




Your social energy is a magnet at holiday parties and will serve you well this month. You might find yourself connecting with intriguing new people. So, put on your festive attire and let the magic happen! With cuffing season, your Dil Mil might also be buzzing with exciting potentials.
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Cancer




Even though you’re known for your emotional intelligence, you might find December to be an emotional rollercoaster. It’s a perfect month to open up and allow vulnerability in your relationships. Remember, it’s the season of sharing, and that includes feelings too! It might just lead to a heartfelt holiday connection!
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Leo
Your charismatic personality will shine bright this holiday season and on your Dil Mil profile too, attracting tons of matches. Think Bunny from yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani, it was a party wherever he went! However, remember to not get overwhelmed and also make time for self-love.
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Virgo
Your analytical nature might be tempted to overthink your love life this month. Try not to over-analyze every message or profile otherwise you might end up all alone in the future just like Sid Malhotra’s character in Baar Baar Dekho and unfortunately, they haven’t really invented time travel yet haha. Loosen up and let things unfold organically. Love is an art, not a science equation.
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Libra
It’s a month full of new ideas, opportunities and a lot more for you. Your love for balance and harmony will guide you through it all. While you do love a good big party, keeping it cozy this month will benefit your mental health. Be open minded and you might just find a match that complements your harmony.
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Scorpio
You’re secretive by nature and that’s ok. Trusting people is not easy, especially if you’ve had your heart broken one too many times before. However, while talking on Dil Mil, try to embrace transparency in your conversations, it’ll help you forge deeper connections and then with time, automatically build trust. 
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Sagittarius
Happy birthday month!! Your adventurous spirit is set for a thrilling journey this month. Get an early head start by figuring out your 2024 resolutions and plan a few vacays to treat yourself. Also just swipe right, send the first message, and be open to the thrill of new connections! Maybe you have a new boo in time to take to that NYE party at your friend’s. Buckle up and enjoy the ride!
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Capricorn
It might be time for your disciplined nature to take a little holiday break. Try to let loose this month and enjoy the holiday cheer. Sometimes, spontaneity is the best policy and who knows, a surprise match might just make your holiday season even brighter! Think Deepika’s holiday in Tamasha but less drama haha. 
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Aquarius
Your independent nature might be tested this month. But remember, there’s strength in vulnerability. It’s perfectly okay to lean on others sometimes. After all, we all need a little help from our friends. Respond to that one person that’s asking all the deep questions, it could lead to something special!
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Pisces
Your empathic and intuitive nature will be your guiding star to conquer the last month of this year and end it on the right note. Trust your instincts when swiping and messaging. Your heart knows the way so just approach it with a positive attitude and embrace what’s coming to you with an open mind.
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Remember, these are just for fun. Whether you’re swiping right or sending that first message, December is a wonderful time to make connections and spread some love. Happy dating!
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Within 24hrs Of Matching, They Already Had Their First Date Planned!







Kesha was on and off of Dil Mil for two years, but she hadn’t found the man of her dreams yet. Kishan had just downloaded Dil Mil after having woken up one fine morning to realise that he was ready to settle down, but he didn’t want his parents to be filling a biodata and all that jazz for him – he wanted the autonomy of dating in his own way. As fate and the Algorithm Gods would have it, Kesha and Kishan ended up matching not too long after Kishan downloaded the app.




Upon their first interaction, Kishan had taken a liking to Kesha. He asked her out on a date within 24 hours of texting each other. The duo decided to set a date two weeks away – giving Kesha the time to suss out whether Kishan was just another creep or the real deal. Big claims galore though – Kesha and Kishan ended up FaceTiming each other day and night leading up to their first date – so much so that they had to put some boundaries and parameters in place in order to ensure they were getting the sleep they needed! 
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Although Kesha was originally in New York at the time, while Kishan was in Maryland, the both of them decided to meet up in the midpoint that was New Jersey for their first date. Kishan proposed TopGolf for their first date, but there were hours until their reservation. So, Kesha proposed axe throwing to kill the time – and to play on the competitive streak they both had in common. Kesha to this day claims beginner’s luck for Kishan on the axe throwing and that golf is his forte. Nonetheless, the two hit it off immensely and ended the date with a kiss just outside Top Golf.




After that, Kishan and Kesha kept meeting each other for more dates in different cities. For Kesha, she got to explore the States while dating Kishan. She had never been to Philadelphia nor Miami nor Delaware before – three places they both decided to meet up at. It was easy for the duo to travel and enjoy exploring new places and foods together due to Kesha’s career as a teacher – she automatically got holidays off of work, which helped Kishan coordinate long-distance, too. 
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For Kesha, she knew Kishan was the one on their third date. The duo were preparing for Thanksgiving together in Delaware, which included a relaxed night at Kishan’s house – and immaculate vibes. Being able to enjoy her time so immensely with Kishan and feeling so comfortable around him helped Kesha discover this. Meanwhile, for Kishan, Kesha became his person. She didn’t judge him for his past and his mistakes – rather, she helped him become the best version of himself. He found motivation to go back to school and pursue his dreams. For Kishan, he asked Kesha to be his girlfriend on the second date because he wanted Kesha to be his end game. He knew he found the one.
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Fast forward to a year later, and Kesha and Kishan found themselves meeting up in Philly. Kesha knew something was fishy about the entire thing. For one, Kishan had proposed the meet up with the premise of a client photoshoot – suggesting one for Kesha, too, that included an outfit change. Then, he also planned an entire romantic evening, which included wine on a rooftop, which was Kesha’s favourite thing. The cat was almost let out of the bag when Kesha ran into her cousins at the local Dave & Busters – but she went with the flow. By the end of night, Kesha expected the proposal to be at the rooftop. However, it wasn’t until the couple ended their photoshoot at Pier’s Landing. Much to Kesha’s surprise, there emerged 50 of her closest friends and family members – leaving an element of surprise and magic to the entire proposal, even if she had a hunch!
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The duo ended up tying the knot and solidifying their forever relationship in July 2022. Talk about a Dil Mil ever after!
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When You Know, You Just Know.. Talk About Soulmates!







Juskiren and Jaspreet both got on Dil Mil in the UK to find their special someone online. During the time of COVID-19, quarantining, and social distancing, they felt this was truly the only way to meet someone.




Shortly after, they matched and started talking. On their first date, Juskiren found herself to be extremely nervous. They had decided to meet at a local Nandos in a shopping centre halfway between them. The date was very casual and easygoing. There was no pressure from either of them, and Juskiren instantly knew Jaspreet was the one. She already liked his personality so much while talking to him online, and seeing him in person just confirmed that he was the one for her.
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Juskiren noticed that Jaspreet was extremely humble, honest and open – something she found striking, and to her, was very rare in her experience. Jaspreet didn’t brag or big up himself. On their first date, she found that Jaspreet was open to talk about things that most people wouldn’t speak about on their first date. They clicked well.




Juskiren and Jaspreet’s dating journey was rather simple and old school. Considering it occurred through the COVID-19 Pandemic, there were several restrictions which didn’t leave them with too many places to go out to. Additionally, Jaspreet and Juskiren’s schedules were also totally misaligned cause he worked most weekends and it didn’t help that their homes were rather far from each other, leaving no scope for spontaneity.. They would try their best, and really have to plan things but would be able to meet only as often as once a month. Believe it or not, before they got married, they actually only met about 10 times and knew each other for less than a year – but, hey, when you know, you know!
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Since both hail from traditional Sikh families, the proposal included his family going over to her house and setting the date together. In today’s day and age of splashy & viral proposals around the globe involving big gestures, they decided to keep it intimate and follow the  time-honoured tradition of having the elders of the house involved. Juskiren really appreciated how close Jaspreet and his family were to Punjabi values and culture. The couple tied the knot in Birmingham, UK on November 27th, 2021, and just celebrated their second anniversary. Talk about soulmates!
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In that very spirit of reflection, let’s take a look at what the universe has planned for your love life this December.




Aries
Your passionate, fiery spirit is the perfect contrast to December’s chilly winds. This month, you might find someone who can match your energy. Finally, all the times your mom called you “extra” will pay off when you swipe right without hesitation, and match with someone just as hyped as you. Don’t shy away from making the first move. 
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Taurus
December brings a period of stability in your love life. It’s totally normal for you to not fall for those who show big gestures, instead appreciate and observe how someone shows up consistently for you. Although us brown people love money, remember money isn’t everything. If you’re deep in the swiping, reach out to your matches with thoughtful messages that spark deep conversations and pay attention to the quality of the person versus their financial status.  
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Gemini 




Your social energy is a magnet at holiday parties and will serve you well this month. You might find yourself connecting with intriguing new people. So, put on your festive attire and let the magic happen! With cuffing season, your Dil Mil might also be buzzing with exciting potentials.
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Cancer




Even though you’re known for your emotional intelligence, you might find December to be an emotional rollercoaster. It’s a perfect month to open up and allow vulnerability in your relationships. Remember, it’s the season of sharing, and that includes feelings too! It might just lead to a heartfelt holiday connection!
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Leo
Your charismatic personality will shine bright this holiday season and on your Dil Mil profile too, attracting tons of matches. Think Bunny from yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani, it was a party wherever he went! However, remember to not get overwhelmed and also make time for self-love.
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Virgo
Your analytical nature might be tempted to overthink your love life this month. Try not to over-analyze every message or profile otherwise you might end up all alone in the future just like Sid Malhotra’s character in Baar Baar Dekho and unfortunately, they haven’t really invented time travel yet haha. Loosen up and let things unfold organically. Love is an art, not a science equation.
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Libra
It’s a month full of new ideas, opportunities and a lot more for you. Your love for balance and harmony will guide you through it all. While you do love a good big party, keeping it cozy this month will benefit your mental health. Be open minded and you might just find a match that complements your harmony.
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Scorpio
You’re secretive by nature and that’s ok. Trusting people is not easy, especially if you’ve had your heart broken one too many times before. However, while talking on Dil Mil, try to embrace transparency in your conversations, it’ll help you forge deeper connections and then with time, automatically build trust. 
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Sagittarius
Happy birthday month!! Your adventurous spirit is set for a thrilling journey this month. Get an early head start by figuring out your 2024 resolutions and plan a few vacays to treat yourself. Also just swipe right, send the first message, and be open to the thrill of new connections! Maybe you have a new boo in time to take to that NYE party at your friend’s. Buckle up and enjoy the ride!
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Capricorn
It might be time for your disciplined nature to take a little holiday break. Try to let loose this month and enjoy the holiday cheer. Sometimes, spontaneity is the best policy and who knows, a surprise match might just make your holiday season even brighter! Think Deepika’s holiday in Tamasha but less drama haha. 
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Aquarius
Your independent nature might be tested this month. But remember, there’s strength in vulnerability. It’s perfectly okay to lean on others sometimes. After all, we all need a little help from our friends. Respond to that one person that’s asking all the deep questions, it could lead to something special!
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Pisces
Your empathic and intuitive nature will be your guiding star to conquer the last month of this year and end it on the right note. Trust your instincts when swiping and messaging. Your heart knows the way so just approach it with a positive attitude and embrace what’s coming to you with an open mind.
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Remember, these are just for fun. Whether you’re swiping right or sending that first message, December is a wonderful time to make connections and spread some love. Happy dating!
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Although Kesha was originally in New York at the time, while Kishan was in Maryland, the both of them decided to meet up in the midpoint that was New Jersey for their first date. Kishan proposed TopGolf for their first date, but there were hours until their reservation. So, Kesha proposed axe throwing to kill the time – and to play on the competitive streak they both had in common. Kesha to this day claims beginner’s luck for Kishan on the axe throwing and that golf is his forte. Nonetheless, the two hit it off immensely and ended the date with a kiss just outside Top Golf.




After that, Kishan and Kesha kept meeting each other for more dates in different cities. For Kesha, she got to explore the States while dating Kishan. She had never been to Philadelphia nor Miami nor Delaware before – three places they both decided to meet up at. It was easy for the duo to travel and enjoy exploring new places and foods together due to Kesha’s career as a teacher – she automatically got holidays off of work, which helped Kishan coordinate long-distance, too. 
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For Kesha, she knew Kishan was the one on their third date. The duo were preparing for Thanksgiving together in Delaware, which included a relaxed night at Kishan’s house – and immaculate vibes. Being able to enjoy her time so immensely with Kishan and feeling so comfortable around him helped Kesha discover this. Meanwhile, for Kishan, Kesha became his person. She didn’t judge him for his past and his mistakes – rather, she helped him become the best version of himself. He found motivation to go back to school and pursue his dreams. For Kishan, he asked Kesha to be his girlfriend on the second date because he wanted Kesha to be his end game. He knew he found the one.
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Fast forward to a year later, and Kesha and Kishan found themselves meeting up in Philly. Kesha knew something was fishy about the entire thing. For one, Kishan had proposed the meet up with the premise of a client photoshoot – suggesting one for Kesha, too, that included an outfit change. Then, he also planned an entire romantic evening, which included wine on a rooftop, which was Kesha’s favourite thing. The cat was almost let out of the bag when Kesha ran into her cousins at the local Dave & Busters – but she went with the flow. By the end of night, Kesha expected the proposal to be at the rooftop. However, it wasn’t until the couple ended their photoshoot at Pier’s Landing. Much to Kesha’s surprise, there emerged 50 of her closest friends and family members – leaving an element of surprise and magic to the entire proposal, even if she had a hunch!
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The duo ended up tying the knot and solidifying their forever relationship in July 2022. Talk about a Dil Mil ever after!
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Juskiren and Jaspreet both got on Dil Mil in the UK to find their special someone online. During the time of COVID-19, quarantining, and social distancing, they felt this was truly the only way to meet someone.




Shortly after, they matched and started talking. On their first date, Juskiren found herself to be extremely nervous. They had decided to meet at a local Nandos in a shopping centre halfway between them. The date was very casual and easygoing. There was no pressure from either of them, and Juskiren instantly knew Jaspreet was the one. She already liked his personality so much while talking to him online, and seeing him in person just confirmed that he was the one for her.
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Juskiren noticed that Jaspreet was extremely humble, honest and open – something she found striking, and to her, was very rare in her experience. Jaspreet didn’t brag or big up himself. On their first date, she found that Jaspreet was open to talk about things that most people wouldn’t speak about on their first date. They clicked well.




Juskiren and Jaspreet’s dating journey was rather simple and old school. Considering it occurred through the COVID-19 Pandemic, there were several restrictions which didn’t leave them with too many places to go out to. Additionally, Jaspreet and Juskiren’s schedules were also totally misaligned cause he worked most weekends and it didn’t help that their homes were rather far from each other, leaving no scope for spontaneity.. They would try their best, and really have to plan things but would be able to meet only as often as once a month. Believe it or not, before they got married, they actually only met about 10 times and knew each other for less than a year – but, hey, when you know, you know!
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Since both hail from traditional Sikh families, the proposal included his family going over to her house and setting the date together. In today’s day and age of splashy & viral proposals around the globe involving big gestures, they decided to keep it intimate and follow the  time-honoured tradition of having the elders of the house involved. Juskiren really appreciated how close Jaspreet and his family were to Punjabi values and culture. The couple tied the knot in Birmingham, UK on November 27th, 2021, and just celebrated their second anniversary. Talk about soulmates!
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In that very spirit of reflection, let’s take a look at what the universe has planned for your love life this December.




Aries
Your passionate, fiery spirit is the perfect contrast to December’s chilly winds. This month, you might find someone who can match your energy. Finally, all the times your mom called you “extra” will pay off when you swipe right without hesitation, and match with someone just as hyped as you. Don’t shy away from making the first move. 
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Taurus
December brings a period of stability in your love life. It’s totally normal for you to not fall for those who show big gestures, instead appreciate and observe how someone shows up consistently for you. Although us brown people love money, remember money isn’t everything. If you’re deep in the swiping, reach out to your matches with thoughtful messages that spark deep conversations and pay attention to the quality of the person versus their financial status.  
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Gemini 




Your social energy is a magnet at holiday parties and will serve you well this month. You might find yourself connecting with intriguing new people. So, put on your festive attire and let the magic happen! With cuffing season, your Dil Mil might also be buzzing with exciting potentials.
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Cancer




Even though you’re known for your emotional intelligence, you might find December to be an emotional rollercoaster. It’s a perfect month to open up and allow vulnerability in your relationships. Remember, it’s the season of sharing, and that includes feelings too! It might just lead to a heartfelt holiday connection!
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Leo
Your charismatic personality will shine bright this holiday season and on your Dil Mil profile too, attracting tons of matches. Think Bunny from yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani, it was a party wherever he went! However, remember to not get overwhelmed and also make time for self-love.
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Virgo
Your analytical nature might be tempted to overthink your love life this month. Try not to over-analyze every message or profile otherwise you might end up all alone in the future just like Sid Malhotra’s character in Baar Baar Dekho and unfortunately, they haven’t really invented time travel yet haha. Loosen up and let things unfold organically. Love is an art, not a science equation.
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Libra
It’s a month full of new ideas, opportunities and a lot more for you. Your love for balance and harmony will guide you through it all. While you do love a good big party, keeping it cozy this month will benefit your mental health. Be open minded and you might just find a match that complements your harmony.
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Scorpio
You’re secretive by nature and that’s ok. Trusting people is not easy, especially if you’ve had your heart broken one too many times before. However, while talking on Dil Mil, try to embrace transparency in your conversations, it’ll help you forge deeper connections and then with time, automatically build trust. 
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Sagittarius
Happy birthday month!! Your adventurous spirit is set for a thrilling journey this month. Get an early head start by figuring out your 2024 resolutions and plan a few vacays to treat yourself. Also just swipe right, send the first message, and be open to the thrill of new connections! Maybe you have a new boo in time to take to that NYE party at your friend’s. Buckle up and enjoy the ride!
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Capricorn
It might be time for your disciplined nature to take a little holiday break. Try to let loose this month and enjoy the holiday cheer. Sometimes, spontaneity is the best policy and who knows, a surprise match might just make your holiday season even brighter! Think Deepika’s holiday in Tamasha but less drama haha. 
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Aquarius
Your independent nature might be tested this month. But remember, there’s strength in vulnerability. It’s perfectly okay to lean on others sometimes. After all, we all need a little help from our friends. Respond to that one person that’s asking all the deep questions, it could lead to something special!
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Pisces
Your empathic and intuitive nature will be your guiding star to conquer the last month of this year and end it on the right note. Trust your instincts when swiping and messaging. Your heart knows the way so just approach it with a positive attitude and embrace what’s coming to you with an open mind.
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Remember, these are just for fun. Whether you’re swiping right or sending that first message, December is a wonderful time to make connections and spread some love. Happy dating!
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Although Kesha was originally in New York at the time, while Kishan was in Maryland, the both of them decided to meet up in the midpoint that was New Jersey for their first date. Kishan proposed TopGolf for their first date, but there were hours until their reservation. So, Kesha proposed axe throwing to kill the time – and to play on the competitive streak they both had in common. Kesha to this day claims beginner’s luck for Kishan on the axe throwing and that golf is his forte. Nonetheless, the two hit it off immensely and ended the date with a kiss just outside Top Golf.




After that, Kishan and Kesha kept meeting each other for more dates in different cities. For Kesha, she got to explore the States while dating Kishan. She had never been to Philadelphia nor Miami nor Delaware before – three places they both decided to meet up at. It was easy for the duo to travel and enjoy exploring new places and foods together due to Kesha’s career as a teacher – she automatically got holidays off of work, which helped Kishan coordinate long-distance, too. 
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For Kesha, she knew Kishan was the one on their third date. The duo were preparing for Thanksgiving together in Delaware, which included a relaxed night at Kishan’s house – and immaculate vibes. Being able to enjoy her time so immensely with Kishan and feeling so comfortable around him helped Kesha discover this. Meanwhile, for Kishan, Kesha became his person. She didn’t judge him for his past and his mistakes – rather, she helped him become the best version of himself. He found motivation to go back to school and pursue his dreams. For Kishan, he asked Kesha to be his girlfriend on the second date because he wanted Kesha to be his end game. He knew he found the one.
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Fast forward to a year later, and Kesha and Kishan found themselves meeting up in Philly. Kesha knew something was fishy about the entire thing. For one, Kishan had proposed the meet up with the premise of a client photoshoot – suggesting one for Kesha, too, that included an outfit change. Then, he also planned an entire romantic evening, which included wine on a rooftop, which was Kesha’s favourite thing. The cat was almost let out of the bag when Kesha ran into her cousins at the local Dave & Busters – but she went with the flow. By the end of night, Kesha expected the proposal to be at the rooftop. However, it wasn’t until the couple ended their photoshoot at Pier’s Landing. Much to Kesha’s surprise, there emerged 50 of her closest friends and family members – leaving an element of surprise and magic to the entire proposal, even if she had a hunch!
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The duo ended up tying the knot and solidifying their forever relationship in July 2022. Talk about a Dil Mil ever after!
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When You Know, You Just Know.. Talk About Soulmates!







Juskiren and Jaspreet both got on Dil Mil in the UK to find their special someone online. During the time of COVID-19, quarantining, and social distancing, they felt this was truly the only way to meet someone.




Shortly after, they matched and started talking. On their first date, Juskiren found herself to be extremely nervous. They had decided to meet at a local Nandos in a shopping centre halfway between them. The date was very casual and easygoing. There was no pressure from either of them, and Juskiren instantly knew Jaspreet was the one. She already liked his personality so much while talking to him online, and seeing him in person just confirmed that he was the one for her.
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Juskiren noticed that Jaspreet was extremely humble, honest and open – something she found striking, and to her, was very rare in her experience. Jaspreet didn’t brag or big up himself. On their first date, she found that Jaspreet was open to talk about things that most people wouldn’t speak about on their first date. They clicked well.




Juskiren and Jaspreet’s dating journey was rather simple and old school. Considering it occurred through the COVID-19 Pandemic, there were several restrictions which didn’t leave them with too many places to go out to. Additionally, Jaspreet and Juskiren’s schedules were also totally misaligned cause he worked most weekends and it didn’t help that their homes were rather far from each other, leaving no scope for spontaneity.. They would try their best, and really have to plan things but would be able to meet only as often as once a month. Believe it or not, before they got married, they actually only met about 10 times and knew each other for less than a year – but, hey, when you know, you know!
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Since both hail from traditional Sikh families, the proposal included his family going over to her house and setting the date together. In today’s day and age of splashy & viral proposals around the globe involving big gestures, they decided to keep it intimate and follow the  time-honoured tradition of having the elders of the house involved. Juskiren really appreciated how close Jaspreet and his family were to Punjabi values and culture. The couple tied the knot in Birmingham, UK on November 27th, 2021, and just celebrated their second anniversary. Talk about soulmates!
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Your December Horoscopes: The Grand Finale!


Is anyone else in shock that it’s almost 2024?! Where did time even go? Wow! Nonetheless, we can all agree that December is definitely one of the best and most magical months of the year; beautiful lights, Christmas spirit galore and some vacation days haha!! It truly is the ideal month to slow down, be a little more present, and just reflect on your year while sipping on a warm glass of hot chocolate (or some mulled wine) and looking out the window (yes yes.. just like a Hallmark holiday movie).
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In that very spirit of reflection, let’s take a look at what the universe has planned for your love life this December.




Aries
Your passionate, fiery spirit is the perfect contrast to December’s chilly winds. This month, you might find someone who can match your energy. Finally, all the times your mom called you “extra” will pay off when you swipe right without hesitation, and match with someone just as hyped as you. Don’t shy away from making the first move. 
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Taurus
December brings a period of stability in your love life. It’s totally normal for you to not fall for those who show big gestures, instead appreciate and observe how someone shows up consistently for you. Although us brown people love money, remember money isn’t everything. If you’re deep in the swiping, reach out to your matches with thoughtful messages that spark deep conversations and pay attention to the quality of the person versus their financial status.  
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Gemini 




Your social energy is a magnet at holiday parties and will serve you well this month. You might find yourself connecting with intriguing new people. So, put on your festive attire and let the magic happen! With cuffing season, your Dil Mil might also be buzzing with exciting potentials.
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Cancer




Even though you’re known for your emotional intelligence, you might find December to be an emotional rollercoaster. It’s a perfect month to open up and allow vulnerability in your relationships. Remember, it’s the season of sharing, and that includes feelings too! It might just lead to a heartfelt holiday connection!
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Leo
Your charismatic personality will shine bright this holiday season and on your Dil Mil profile too, attracting tons of matches. Think Bunny from yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani, it was a party wherever he went! However, remember to not get overwhelmed and also make time for self-love.
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Virgo
Your analytical nature might be tempted to overthink your love life this month. Try not to over-analyze every message or profile otherwise you might end up all alone in the future just like Sid Malhotra’s character in Baar Baar Dekho and unfortunately, they haven’t really invented time travel yet haha. Loosen up and let things unfold organically. Love is an art, not a science equation.
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Libra
It’s a month full of new ideas, opportunities and a lot more for you. Your love for balance and harmony will guide you through it all. While you do love a good big party, keeping it cozy this month will benefit your mental health. Be open minded and you might just find a match that complements your harmony.
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Scorpio
You’re secretive by nature and that’s ok. Trusting people is not easy, especially if you’ve had your heart broken one too many times before. However, while talking on Dil Mil, try to embrace transparency in your conversations, it’ll help you forge deeper connections and then with time, automatically build trust. 
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Sagittarius
Happy birthday month!! Your adventurous spirit is set for a thrilling journey this month. Get an early head start by figuring out your 2024 resolutions and plan a few vacays to treat yourself. Also just swipe right, send the first message, and be open to the thrill of new connections! Maybe you have a new boo in time to take to that NYE party at your friend’s. Buckle up and enjoy the ride!
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Capricorn
It might be time for your disciplined nature to take a little holiday break. Try to let loose this month and enjoy the holiday cheer. Sometimes, spontaneity is the best policy and who knows, a surprise match might just make your holiday season even brighter! Think Deepika’s holiday in Tamasha but less drama haha. 
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Aquarius
Your independent nature might be tested this month. But remember, there’s strength in vulnerability. It’s perfectly okay to lean on others sometimes. After all, we all need a little help from our friends. Respond to that one person that’s asking all the deep questions, it could lead to something special!
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Pisces
Your empathic and intuitive nature will be your guiding star to conquer the last month of this year and end it on the right note. Trust your instincts when swiping and messaging. Your heart knows the way so just approach it with a positive attitude and embrace what’s coming to you with an open mind.
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Remember, these are just for fun. Whether you’re swiping right or sending that first message, December is a wonderful time to make connections and spread some love. Happy dating!
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Within 24hrs Of Matching, They Already Had Their First Date Planned!







Kesha was on and off of Dil Mil for two years, but she hadn’t found the man of her dreams yet. Kishan had just downloaded Dil Mil after having woken up one fine morning to realise that he was ready to settle down, but he didn’t want his parents to be filling a biodata and all that jazz for him – he wanted the autonomy of dating in his own way. As fate and the Algorithm Gods would have it, Kesha and Kishan ended up matching not too long after Kishan downloaded the app.




Upon their first interaction, Kishan had taken a liking to Kesha. He asked her out on a date within 24 hours of texting each other. The duo decided to set a date two weeks away – giving Kesha the time to suss out whether Kishan was just another creep or the real deal. Big claims galore though – Kesha and Kishan ended up FaceTiming each other day and night leading up to their first date – so much so that they had to put some boundaries and parameters in place in order to ensure they were getting the sleep they needed! 
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Although Kesha was originally in New York at the time, while Kishan was in Maryland, the both of them decided to meet up in the midpoint that was New Jersey for their first date. Kishan proposed TopGolf for their first date, but there were hours until their reservation. So, Kesha proposed axe throwing to kill the time – and to play on the competitive streak they both had in common. Kesha to this day claims beginner’s luck for Kishan on the axe throwing and that golf is his forte. Nonetheless, the two hit it off immensely and ended the date with a kiss just outside Top Golf.




After that, Kishan and Kesha kept meeting each other for more dates in different cities. For Kesha, she got to explore the States while dating Kishan. She had never been to Philadelphia nor Miami nor Delaware before – three places they both decided to meet up at. It was easy for the duo to travel and enjoy exploring new places and foods together due to Kesha’s career as a teacher – she automatically got holidays off of work, which helped Kishan coordinate long-distance, too. 
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For Kesha, she knew Kishan was the one on their third date. The duo were preparing for Thanksgiving together in Delaware, which included a relaxed night at Kishan’s house – and immaculate vibes. Being able to enjoy her time so immensely with Kishan and feeling so comfortable around him helped Kesha discover this. Meanwhile, for Kishan, Kesha became his person. She didn’t judge him for his past and his mistakes – rather, she helped him become the best version of himself. He found motivation to go back to school and pursue his dreams. For Kishan, he asked Kesha to be his girlfriend on the second date because he wanted Kesha to be his end game. He knew he found the one.
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Fast forward to a year later, and Kesha and Kishan found themselves meeting up in Philly. Kesha knew something was fishy about the entire thing. For one, Kishan had proposed the meet up with the premise of a client photoshoot – suggesting one for Kesha, too, that included an outfit change. Then, he also planned an entire romantic evening, which included wine on a rooftop, which was Kesha’s favourite thing. The cat was almost let out of the bag when Kesha ran into her cousins at the local Dave & Busters – but she went with the flow. By the end of night, Kesha expected the proposal to be at the rooftop. However, it wasn’t until the couple ended their photoshoot at Pier’s Landing. Much to Kesha’s surprise, there emerged 50 of her closest friends and family members – leaving an element of surprise and magic to the entire proposal, even if she had a hunch!
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The duo ended up tying the knot and solidifying their forever relationship in July 2022. Talk about a Dil Mil ever after!
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When You Know, You Just Know.. Talk About Soulmates!







Juskiren and Jaspreet both got on Dil Mil in the UK to find their special someone online. During the time of COVID-19, quarantining, and social distancing, they felt this was truly the only way to meet someone.




Shortly after, they matched and started talking. On their first date, Juskiren found herself to be extremely nervous. They had decided to meet at a local Nandos in a shopping centre halfway between them. The date was very casual and easygoing. There was no pressure from either of them, and Juskiren instantly knew Jaspreet was the one. She already liked his personality so much while talking to him online, and seeing him in person just confirmed that he was the one for her.
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Juskiren noticed that Jaspreet was extremely humble, honest and open – something she found striking, and to her, was very rare in her experience. Jaspreet didn’t brag or big up himself. On their first date, she found that Jaspreet was open to talk about things that most people wouldn’t speak about on their first date. They clicked well.




Juskiren and Jaspreet’s dating journey was rather simple and old school. Considering it occurred through the COVID-19 Pandemic, there were several restrictions which didn’t leave them with too many places to go out to. Additionally, Jaspreet and Juskiren’s schedules were also totally misaligned cause he worked most weekends and it didn’t help that their homes were rather far from each other, leaving no scope for spontaneity.. They would try their best, and really have to plan things but would be able to meet only as often as once a month. Believe it or not, before they got married, they actually only met about 10 times and knew each other for less than a year – but, hey, when you know, you know!
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Since both hail from traditional Sikh families, the proposal included his family going over to her house and setting the date together. In today’s day and age of splashy & viral proposals around the globe involving big gestures, they decided to keep it intimate and follow the  time-honoured tradition of having the elders of the house involved. Juskiren really appreciated how close Jaspreet and his family were to Punjabi values and culture. The couple tied the knot in Birmingham, UK on November 27th, 2021, and just celebrated their second anniversary. Talk about soulmates!
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Your December Horoscopes: The Grand Finale!


Is anyone else in shock that it’s almost 2024?! Where did time even go? Wow! Nonetheless, we can all agree that December is definitely one of the best and most magical months of the year; beautiful lights, Christmas spirit galore and some vacation days haha!! It truly is the ideal month to slow down, be a little more present, and just reflect on your year while sipping on a warm glass of hot chocolate (or some mulled wine) and looking out the window (yes yes.. just like a Hallmark holiday movie).
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In that very spirit of reflection, let’s take a look at what the universe has planned for your love life this December.




Aries
Your passionate, fiery spirit is the perfect contrast to December’s chilly winds. This month, you might find someone who can match your energy. Finally, all the times your mom called you “extra” will pay off when you swipe right without hesitation, and match with someone just as hyped as you. Don’t shy away from making the first move. 
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Taurus
December brings a period of stability in your love life. It’s totally normal for you to not fall for those who show big gestures, instead appreciate and observe how someone shows up consistently for you. Although us brown people love money, remember money isn’t everything. If you’re deep in the swiping, reach out to your matches with thoughtful messages that spark deep conversations and pay attention to the quality of the person versus their financial status.  
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Gemini 




Your social energy is a magnet at holiday parties and will serve you well this month. You might find yourself connecting with intriguing new people. So, put on your festive attire and let the magic happen! With cuffing season, your Dil Mil might also be buzzing with exciting potentials.
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Cancer




Even though you’re known for your emotional intelligence, you might find December to be an emotional rollercoaster. It’s a perfect month to open up and allow vulnerability in your relationships. Remember, it’s the season of sharing, and that includes feelings too! It might just lead to a heartfelt holiday connection!
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Leo
Your charismatic personality will shine bright this holiday season and on your Dil Mil profile too, attracting tons of matches. Think Bunny from yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani, it was a party wherever he went! However, remember to not get overwhelmed and also make time for self-love.
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Virgo
Your analytical nature might be tempted to overthink your love life this month. Try not to over-analyze every message or profile otherwise you might end up all alone in the future just like Sid Malhotra’s character in Baar Baar Dekho and unfortunately, they haven’t really invented time travel yet haha. Loosen up and let things unfold organically. Love is an art, not a science equation.
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Libra
It’s a month full of new ideas, opportunities and a lot more for you. Your love for balance and harmony will guide you through it all. While you do love a good big party, keeping it cozy this month will benefit your mental health. Be open minded and you might just find a match that complements your harmony.
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Scorpio
You’re secretive by nature and that’s ok. Trusting people is not easy, especially if you’ve had your heart broken one too many times before. However, while talking on Dil Mil, try to embrace transparency in your conversations, it’ll help you forge deeper connections and then with time, automatically build trust. 
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Sagittarius
Happy birthday month!! Your adventurous spirit is set for a thrilling journey this month. Get an early head start by figuring out your 2024 resolutions and plan a few vacays to treat yourself. Also just swipe right, send the first message, and be open to the thrill of new connections! Maybe you have a new boo in time to take to that NYE party at your friend’s. Buckle up and enjoy the ride!
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Capricorn
It might be time for your disciplined nature to take a little holiday break. Try to let loose this month and enjoy the holiday cheer. Sometimes, spontaneity is the best policy and who knows, a surprise match might just make your holiday season even brighter! Think Deepika’s holiday in Tamasha but less drama haha. 
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Aquarius
Your independent nature might be tested this month. But remember, there’s strength in vulnerability. It’s perfectly okay to lean on others sometimes. After all, we all need a little help from our friends. Respond to that one person that’s asking all the deep questions, it could lead to something special!
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Pisces
Your empathic and intuitive nature will be your guiding star to conquer the last month of this year and end it on the right note. Trust your instincts when swiping and messaging. Your heart knows the way so just approach it with a positive attitude and embrace what’s coming to you with an open mind.
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Remember, these are just for fun. Whether you’re swiping right or sending that first message, December is a wonderful time to make connections and spread some love. Happy dating!
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Within 24hrs Of Matching, They Already Had Their First Date Planned!







Kesha was on and off of Dil Mil for two years, but she hadn’t found the man of her dreams yet. Kishan had just downloaded Dil Mil after having woken up one fine morning to realise that he was ready to settle down, but he didn’t want his parents to be filling a biodata and all that jazz for him – he wanted the autonomy of dating in his own way. As fate and the Algorithm Gods would have it, Kesha and Kishan ended up matching not too long after Kishan downloaded the app.




Upon their first interaction, Kishan had taken a liking to Kesha. He asked her out on a date within 24 hours of texting each other. The duo decided to set a date two weeks away – giving Kesha the time to suss out whether Kishan was just another creep or the real deal. Big claims galore though – Kesha and Kishan ended up FaceTiming each other day and night leading up to their first date – so much so that they had to put some boundaries and parameters in place in order to ensure they were getting the sleep they needed! 
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Although Kesha was originally in New York at the time, while Kishan was in Maryland, the both of them decided to meet up in the midpoint that was New Jersey for their first date. Kishan proposed TopGolf for their first date, but there were hours until their reservation. So, Kesha proposed axe throwing to kill the time – and to play on the competitive streak they both had in common. Kesha to this day claims beginner’s luck for Kishan on the axe throwing and that golf is his forte. Nonetheless, the two hit it off immensely and ended the date with a kiss just outside Top Golf.




After that, Kishan and Kesha kept meeting each other for more dates in different cities. For Kesha, she got to explore the States while dating Kishan. She had never been to Philadelphia nor Miami nor Delaware before – three places they both decided to meet up at. It was easy for the duo to travel and enjoy exploring new places and foods together due to Kesha’s career as a teacher – she automatically got holidays off of work, which helped Kishan coordinate long-distance, too. 
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For Kesha, she knew Kishan was the one on their third date. The duo were preparing for Thanksgiving together in Delaware, which included a relaxed night at Kishan’s house – and immaculate vibes. Being able to enjoy her time so immensely with Kishan and feeling so comfortable around him helped Kesha discover this. Meanwhile, for Kishan, Kesha became his person. She didn’t judge him for his past and his mistakes – rather, she helped him become the best version of himself. He found motivation to go back to school and pursue his dreams. For Kishan, he asked Kesha to be his girlfriend on the second date because he wanted Kesha to be his end game. He knew he found the one.
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Fast forward to a year later, and Kesha and Kishan found themselves meeting up in Philly. Kesha knew something was fishy about the entire thing. For one, Kishan had proposed the meet up with the premise of a client photoshoot – suggesting one for Kesha, too, that included an outfit change. Then, he also planned an entire romantic evening, which included wine on a rooftop, which was Kesha’s favourite thing. The cat was almost let out of the bag when Kesha ran into her cousins at the local Dave & Busters – but she went with the flow. By the end of night, Kesha expected the proposal to be at the rooftop. However, it wasn’t until the couple ended their photoshoot at Pier’s Landing. Much to Kesha’s surprise, there emerged 50 of her closest friends and family members – leaving an element of surprise and magic to the entire proposal, even if she had a hunch!
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The duo ended up tying the knot and solidifying their forever relationship in July 2022. Talk about a Dil Mil ever after!
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Juskiren and Jaspreet both got on Dil Mil in the UK to find their special someone online. During the time of COVID-19, quarantining, and social distancing, they felt this was truly the only way to meet someone.




Shortly after, they matched and started talking. On their first date, Juskiren found herself to be extremely nervous. They had decided to meet at a local Nandos in a shopping centre halfway between them. The date was very casual and easygoing. There was no pressure from either of them, and Juskiren instantly knew Jaspreet was the one. She already liked his personality so much while talking to him online, and seeing him in person just confirmed that he was the one for her.
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Juskiren noticed that Jaspreet was extremely humble, honest and open – something she found striking, and to her, was very rare in her experience. Jaspreet didn’t brag or big up himself. On their first date, she found that Jaspreet was open to talk about things that most people wouldn’t speak about on their first date. They clicked well.




Juskiren and Jaspreet’s dating journey was rather simple and old school. Considering it occurred through the COVID-19 Pandemic, there were several restrictions which didn’t leave them with too many places to go out to. Additionally, Jaspreet and Juskiren’s schedules were also totally misaligned cause he worked most weekends and it didn’t help that their homes were rather far from each other, leaving no scope for spontaneity.. They would try their best, and really have to plan things but would be able to meet only as often as once a month. Believe it or not, before they got married, they actually only met about 10 times and knew each other for less than a year – but, hey, when you know, you know!
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Since both hail from traditional Sikh families, the proposal included his family going over to her house and setting the date together. In today’s day and age of splashy & viral proposals around the globe involving big gestures, they decided to keep it intimate and follow the  time-honoured tradition of having the elders of the house involved. Juskiren really appreciated how close Jaspreet and his family were to Punjabi values and culture. The couple tied the knot in Birmingham, UK on November 27th, 2021, and just celebrated their second anniversary. Talk about soulmates!
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Your December Horoscopes: The Grand Finale!


Is anyone else in shock that it’s almost 2024?! Where did time even go? Wow! Nonetheless, we can all agree that December is definitely one of the best and most magical months of the year; beautiful lights, Christmas spirit galore and some vacation days haha!! It truly is the ideal month to slow down, be a little more present, and just reflect on your year while sipping on a warm glass of hot chocolate (or some mulled wine) and looking out the window (yes yes.. just like a Hallmark holiday movie).
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In that very spirit of reflection, let’s take a look at what the universe has planned for your love life this December.




Aries
Your passionate, fiery spirit is the perfect contrast to December’s chilly winds. This month, you might find someone who can match your energy. Finally, all the times your mom called you “extra” will pay off when you swipe right without hesitation, and match with someone just as hyped as you. Don’t shy away from making the first move. 
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Taurus
December brings a period of stability in your love life. It’s totally normal for you to not fall for those who show big gestures, instead appreciate and observe how someone shows up consistently for you. Although us brown people love money, remember money isn’t everything. If you’re deep in the swiping, reach out to your matches with thoughtful messages that spark deep conversations and pay attention to the quality of the person versus their financial status.  
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Gemini 




Your social energy is a magnet at holiday parties and will serve you well this month. You might find yourself connecting with intriguing new people. So, put on your festive attire and let the magic happen! With cuffing season, your Dil Mil might also be buzzing with exciting potentials.
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Cancer




Even though you’re known for your emotional intelligence, you might find December to be an emotional rollercoaster. It’s a perfect month to open up and allow vulnerability in your relationships. Remember, it’s the season of sharing, and that includes feelings too! It might just lead to a heartfelt holiday connection!
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Leo
Your charismatic personality will shine bright this holiday season and on your Dil Mil profile too, attracting tons of matches. Think Bunny from yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani, it was a party wherever he went! However, remember to not get overwhelmed and also make time for self-love.
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Virgo
Your analytical nature might be tempted to overthink your love life this month. Try not to over-analyze every message or profile otherwise you might end up all alone in the future just like Sid Malhotra’s character in Baar Baar Dekho and unfortunately, they haven’t really invented time travel yet haha. Loosen up and let things unfold organically. Love is an art, not a science equation.
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Libra
It’s a month full of new ideas, opportunities and a lot more for you. Your love for balance and harmony will guide you through it all. While you do love a good big party, keeping it cozy this month will benefit your mental health. Be open minded and you might just find a match that complements your harmony.
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Scorpio
You’re secretive by nature and that’s ok. Trusting people is not easy, especially if you’ve had your heart broken one too many times before. However, while talking on Dil Mil, try to embrace transparency in your conversations, it’ll help you forge deeper connections and then with time, automatically build trust. 
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Sagittarius
Happy birthday month!! Your adventurous spirit is set for a thrilling journey this month. Get an early head start by figuring out your 2024 resolutions and plan a few vacays to treat yourself. Also just swipe right, send the first message, and be open to the thrill of new connections! Maybe you have a new boo in time to take to that NYE party at your friend’s. Buckle up and enjoy the ride!
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Capricorn
It might be time for your disciplined nature to take a little holiday break. Try to let loose this month and enjoy the holiday cheer. Sometimes, spontaneity is the best policy and who knows, a surprise match might just make your holiday season even brighter! Think Deepika’s holiday in Tamasha but less drama haha. 
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Aquarius
Your independent nature might be tested this month. But remember, there’s strength in vulnerability. It’s perfectly okay to lean on others sometimes. After all, we all need a little help from our friends. Respond to that one person that’s asking all the deep questions, it could lead to something special!
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Pisces
Your empathic and intuitive nature will be your guiding star to conquer the last month of this year and end it on the right note. Trust your instincts when swiping and messaging. Your heart knows the way so just approach it with a positive attitude and embrace what’s coming to you with an open mind.
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Remember, these are just for fun. Whether you’re swiping right or sending that first message, December is a wonderful time to make connections and spread some love. Happy dating!
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Within 24hrs Of Matching, They Already Had Their First Date Planned!







Kesha was on and off of Dil Mil for two years, but she hadn’t found the man of her dreams yet. Kishan had just downloaded Dil Mil after having woken up one fine morning to realise that he was ready to settle down, but he didn’t want his parents to be filling a biodata and all that jazz for him – he wanted the autonomy of dating in his own way. As fate and the Algorithm Gods would have it, Kesha and Kishan ended up matching not too long after Kishan downloaded the app.




Upon their first interaction, Kishan had taken a liking to Kesha. He asked her out on a date within 24 hours of texting each other. The duo decided to set a date two weeks away – giving Kesha the time to suss out whether Kishan was just another creep or the real deal. Big claims galore though – Kesha and Kishan ended up FaceTiming each other day and night leading up to their first date – so much so that they had to put some boundaries and parameters in place in order to ensure they were getting the sleep they needed! 
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Although Kesha was originally in New York at the time, while Kishan was in Maryland, the both of them decided to meet up in the midpoint that was New Jersey for their first date. Kishan proposed TopGolf for their first date, but there were hours until their reservation. So, Kesha proposed axe throwing to kill the time – and to play on the competitive streak they both had in common. Kesha to this day claims beginner’s luck for Kishan on the axe throwing and that golf is his forte. Nonetheless, the two hit it off immensely and ended the date with a kiss just outside Top Golf.




After that, Kishan and Kesha kept meeting each other for more dates in different cities. For Kesha, she got to explore the States while dating Kishan. She had never been to Philadelphia nor Miami nor Delaware before – three places they both decided to meet up at. It was easy for the duo to travel and enjoy exploring new places and foods together due to Kesha’s career as a teacher – she automatically got holidays off of work, which helped Kishan coordinate long-distance, too. 
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For Kesha, she knew Kishan was the one on their third date. The duo were preparing for Thanksgiving together in Delaware, which included a relaxed night at Kishan’s house – and immaculate vibes. Being able to enjoy her time so immensely with Kishan and feeling so comfortable around him helped Kesha discover this. Meanwhile, for Kishan, Kesha became his person. She didn’t judge him for his past and his mistakes – rather, she helped him become the best version of himself. He found motivation to go back to school and pursue his dreams. For Kishan, he asked Kesha to be his girlfriend on the second date because he wanted Kesha to be his end game. He knew he found the one.
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Fast forward to a year later, and Kesha and Kishan found themselves meeting up in Philly. Kesha knew something was fishy about the entire thing. For one, Kishan had proposed the meet up with the premise of a client photoshoot – suggesting one for Kesha, too, that included an outfit change. Then, he also planned an entire romantic evening, which included wine on a rooftop, which was Kesha’s favourite thing. The cat was almost let out of the bag when Kesha ran into her cousins at the local Dave & Busters – but she went with the flow. By the end of night, Kesha expected the proposal to be at the rooftop. However, it wasn’t until the couple ended their photoshoot at Pier’s Landing. Much to Kesha’s surprise, there emerged 50 of her closest friends and family members – leaving an element of surprise and magic to the entire proposal, even if she had a hunch!
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The duo ended up tying the knot and solidifying their forever relationship in July 2022. Talk about a Dil Mil ever after!
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When You Know, You Just Know.. Talk About Soulmates!







Juskiren and Jaspreet both got on Dil Mil in the UK to find their special someone online. During the time of COVID-19, quarantining, and social distancing, they felt this was truly the only way to meet someone.




Shortly after, they matched and started talking. On their first date, Juskiren found herself to be extremely nervous. They had decided to meet at a local Nandos in a shopping centre halfway between them. The date was very casual and easygoing. There was no pressure from either of them, and Juskiren instantly knew Jaspreet was the one. She already liked his personality so much while talking to him online, and seeing him in person just confirmed that he was the one for her.
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Juskiren noticed that Jaspreet was extremely humble, honest and open – something she found striking, and to her, was very rare in her experience. Jaspreet didn’t brag or big up himself. On their first date, she found that Jaspreet was open to talk about things that most people wouldn’t speak about on their first date. They clicked well.




Juskiren and Jaspreet’s dating journey was rather simple and old school. Considering it occurred through the COVID-19 Pandemic, there were several restrictions which didn’t leave them with too many places to go out to. Additionally, Jaspreet and Juskiren’s schedules were also totally misaligned cause he worked most weekends and it didn’t help that their homes were rather far from each other, leaving no scope for spontaneity.. They would try their best, and really have to plan things but would be able to meet only as often as once a month. Believe it or not, before they got married, they actually only met about 10 times and knew each other for less than a year – but, hey, when you know, you know!
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Since both hail from traditional Sikh families, the proposal included his family going over to her house and setting the date together. In today’s day and age of splashy & viral proposals around the globe involving big gestures, they decided to keep it intimate and follow the  time-honoured tradition of having the elders of the house involved. Juskiren really appreciated how close Jaspreet and his family were to Punjabi values and culture. The couple tied the knot in Birmingham, UK on November 27th, 2021, and just celebrated their second anniversary. Talk about soulmates!
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Your December Horoscopes: The Grand Finale!


Is anyone else in shock that it’s almost 2024?! Where did time even go? Wow! Nonetheless, we can all agree that December is definitely one of the best and most magical months of the year; beautiful lights, Christmas spirit galore and some vacation days haha!! It truly is the ideal month to slow down, be a little more present, and just reflect on your year while sipping on a warm glass of hot chocolate (or some mulled wine) and looking out the window (yes yes.. just like a Hallmark holiday movie).
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In that very spirit of reflection, let’s take a look at what the universe has planned for your love life this December.




Aries
Your passionate, fiery spirit is the perfect contrast to December’s chilly winds. This month, you might find someone who can match your energy. Finally, all the times your mom called you “extra” will pay off when you swipe right without hesitation, and match with someone just as hyped as you. Don’t shy away from making the first move. 
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Taurus
December brings a period of stability in your love life. It’s totally normal for you to not fall for those who show big gestures, instead appreciate and observe how someone shows up consistently for you. Although us brown people love money, remember money isn’t everything. If you’re deep in the swiping, reach out to your matches with thoughtful messages that spark deep conversations and pay attention to the quality of the person versus their financial status.  
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Gemini 




Your social energy is a magnet at holiday parties and will serve you well this month. You might find yourself connecting with intriguing new people. So, put on your festive attire and let the magic happen! With cuffing season, your Dil Mil might also be buzzing with exciting potentials.
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Cancer




Even though you’re known for your emotional intelligence, you might find December to be an emotional rollercoaster. It’s a perfect month to open up and allow vulnerability in your relationships. Remember, it’s the season of sharing, and that includes feelings too! It might just lead to a heartfelt holiday connection!
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Leo
Your charismatic personality will shine bright this holiday season and on your Dil Mil profile too, attracting tons of matches. Think Bunny from yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani, it was a party wherever he went! However, remember to not get overwhelmed and also make time for self-love.
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Virgo
Your analytical nature might be tempted to overthink your love life this month. Try not to over-analyze every message or profile otherwise you might end up all alone in the future just like Sid Malhotra’s character in Baar Baar Dekho and unfortunately, they haven’t really invented time travel yet haha. Loosen up and let things unfold organically. Love is an art, not a science equation.
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Libra
It’s a month full of new ideas, opportunities and a lot more for you. Your love for balance and harmony will guide you through it all. While you do love a good big party, keeping it cozy this month will benefit your mental health. Be open minded and you might just find a match that complements your harmony.
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Scorpio
You’re secretive by nature and that’s ok. Trusting people is not easy, especially if you’ve had your heart broken one too many times before. However, while talking on Dil Mil, try to embrace transparency in your conversations, it’ll help you forge deeper connections and then with time, automatically build trust. 
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Sagittarius
Happy birthday month!! Your adventurous spirit is set for a thrilling journey this month. Get an early head start by figuring out your 2024 resolutions and plan a few vacays to treat yourself. Also just swipe right, send the first message, and be open to the thrill of new connections! Maybe you have a new boo in time to take to that NYE party at your friend’s. Buckle up and enjoy the ride!
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Capricorn
It might be time for your disciplined nature to take a little holiday break. Try to let loose this month and enjoy the holiday cheer. Sometimes, spontaneity is the best policy and who knows, a surprise match might just make your holiday season even brighter! Think Deepika’s holiday in Tamasha but less drama haha. 
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Aquarius
Your independent nature might be tested this month. But remember, there’s strength in vulnerability. It’s perfectly okay to lean on others sometimes. After all, we all need a little help from our friends. Respond to that one person that’s asking all the deep questions, it could lead to something special!
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Pisces
Your empathic and intuitive nature will be your guiding star to conquer the last month of this year and end it on the right note. Trust your instincts when swiping and messaging. Your heart knows the way so just approach it with a positive attitude and embrace what’s coming to you with an open mind.
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Remember, these are just for fun. Whether you’re swiping right or sending that first message, December is a wonderful time to make connections and spread some love. Happy dating!
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Within 24hrs Of Matching, They Already Had Their First Date Planned!







Kesha was on and off of Dil Mil for two years, but she hadn’t found the man of her dreams yet. Kishan had just downloaded Dil Mil after having woken up one fine morning to realise that he was ready to settle down, but he didn’t want his parents to be filling a biodata and all that jazz for him – he wanted the autonomy of dating in his own way. As fate and the Algorithm Gods would have it, Kesha and Kishan ended up matching not too long after Kishan downloaded the app.




Upon their first interaction, Kishan had taken a liking to Kesha. He asked her out on a date within 24 hours of texting each other. The duo decided to set a date two weeks away – giving Kesha the time to suss out whether Kishan was just another creep or the real deal. Big claims galore though – Kesha and Kishan ended up FaceTiming each other day and night leading up to their first date – so much so that they had to put some boundaries and parameters in place in order to ensure they were getting the sleep they needed! 
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Although Kesha was originally in New York at the time, while Kishan was in Maryland, the both of them decided to meet up in the midpoint that was New Jersey for their first date. Kishan proposed TopGolf for their first date, but there were hours until their reservation. So, Kesha proposed axe throwing to kill the time – and to play on the competitive streak they both had in common. Kesha to this day claims beginner’s luck for Kishan on the axe throwing and that golf is his forte. Nonetheless, the two hit it off immensely and ended the date with a kiss just outside Top Golf.




After that, Kishan and Kesha kept meeting each other for more dates in different cities. For Kesha, she got to explore the States while dating Kishan. She had never been to Philadelphia nor Miami nor Delaware before – three places they both decided to meet up at. It was easy for the duo to travel and enjoy exploring new places and foods together due to Kesha’s career as a teacher – she automatically got holidays off of work, which helped Kishan coordinate long-distance, too. 
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For Kesha, she knew Kishan was the one on their third date. The duo were preparing for Thanksgiving together in Delaware, which included a relaxed night at Kishan’s house – and immaculate vibes. Being able to enjoy her time so immensely with Kishan and feeling so comfortable around him helped Kesha discover this. Meanwhile, for Kishan, Kesha became his person. She didn’t judge him for his past and his mistakes – rather, she helped him become the best version of himself. He found motivation to go back to school and pursue his dreams. For Kishan, he asked Kesha to be his girlfriend on the second date because he wanted Kesha to be his end game. He knew he found the one.
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Fast forward to a year later, and Kesha and Kishan found themselves meeting up in Philly. Kesha knew something was fishy about the entire thing. For one, Kishan had proposed the meet up with the premise of a client photoshoot – suggesting one for Kesha, too, that included an outfit change. Then, he also planned an entire romantic evening, which included wine on a rooftop, which was Kesha’s favourite thing. The cat was almost let out of the bag when Kesha ran into her cousins at the local Dave & Busters – but she went with the flow. By the end of night, Kesha expected the proposal to be at the rooftop. However, it wasn’t until the couple ended their photoshoot at Pier’s Landing. Much to Kesha’s surprise, there emerged 50 of her closest friends and family members – leaving an element of surprise and magic to the entire proposal, even if she had a hunch!
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The duo ended up tying the knot and solidifying their forever relationship in July 2022. Talk about a Dil Mil ever after!
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Juskiren and Jaspreet both got on Dil Mil in the UK to find their special someone online. During the time of COVID-19, quarantining, and social distancing, they felt this was truly the only way to meet someone.




Shortly after, they matched and started talking. On their first date, Juskiren found herself to be extremely nervous. They had decided to meet at a local Nandos in a shopping centre halfway between them. The date was very casual and easygoing. There was no pressure from either of them, and Juskiren instantly knew Jaspreet was the one. She already liked his personality so much while talking to him online, and seeing him in person just confirmed that he was the one for her.
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Juskiren noticed that Jaspreet was extremely humble, honest and open – something she found striking, and to her, was very rare in her experience. Jaspreet didn’t brag or big up himself. On their first date, she found that Jaspreet was open to talk about things that most people wouldn’t speak about on their first date. They clicked well.




Juskiren and Jaspreet’s dating journey was rather simple and old school. Considering it occurred through the COVID-19 Pandemic, there were several restrictions which didn’t leave them with too many places to go out to. Additionally, Jaspreet and Juskiren’s schedules were also totally misaligned cause he worked most weekends and it didn’t help that their homes were rather far from each other, leaving no scope for spontaneity.. They would try their best, and really have to plan things but would be able to meet only as often as once a month. Believe it or not, before they got married, they actually only met about 10 times and knew each other for less than a year – but, hey, when you know, you know!
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Since both hail from traditional Sikh families, the proposal included his family going over to her house and setting the date together. In today’s day and age of splashy & viral proposals around the globe involving big gestures, they decided to keep it intimate and follow the  time-honoured tradition of having the elders of the house involved. Juskiren really appreciated how close Jaspreet and his family were to Punjabi values and culture. The couple tied the knot in Birmingham, UK on November 27th, 2021, and just celebrated their second anniversary. Talk about soulmates!
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Is anyone else in shock that it’s almost 2024?! Where did time even go? Wow! Nonetheless, we can all agree that December is definitely one of the best and most magical months of the year; beautiful lights, Christmas spirit galore and some vacation days haha!! It truly is the ideal month to slow down, be a little more present, and just reflect on your year while sipping on a warm glass of hot chocolate (or some mulled wine) and looking out the window (yes yes.. just like a Hallmark holiday movie).
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In that very spirit of reflection, let’s take a look at what the universe has planned for your love life this December.




Aries
Your passionate, fiery spirit is the perfect contrast to December’s chilly winds. This month, you might find someone who can match your energy. Finally, all the times your mom called you “extra” will pay off when you swipe right without hesitation, and match with someone just as hyped as you. Don’t shy away from making the first move. 
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Taurus
December brings a period of stability in your love life. It’s totally normal for you to not fall for those who show big gestures, instead appreciate and observe how someone shows up consistently for you. Although us brown people love money, remember money isn’t everything. If you’re deep in the swiping, reach out to your matches with thoughtful messages that spark deep conversations and pay attention to the quality of the person versus their financial status.  
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Gemini 




Your social energy is a magnet at holiday parties and will serve you well this month. You might find yourself connecting with intriguing new people. So, put on your festive attire and let the magic happen! With cuffing season, your Dil Mil might also be buzzing with exciting potentials.
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Cancer




Even though you’re known for your emotional intelligence, you might find December to be an emotional rollercoaster. It’s a perfect month to open up and allow vulnerability in your relationships. Remember, it’s the season of sharing, and that includes feelings too! It might just lead to a heartfelt holiday connection!
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Leo
Your charismatic personality will shine bright this holiday season and on your Dil Mil profile too, attracting tons of matches. Think Bunny from yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani, it was a party wherever he went! However, remember to not get overwhelmed and also make time for self-love.
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Virgo
Your analytical nature might be tempted to overthink your love life this month. Try not to over-analyze every message or profile otherwise you might end up all alone in the future just like Sid Malhotra’s character in Baar Baar Dekho and unfortunately, they haven’t really invented time travel yet haha. Loosen up and let things unfold organically. Love is an art, not a science equation.
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Libra
It’s a month full of new ideas, opportunities and a lot more for you. Your love for balance and harmony will guide you through it all. While you do love a good big party, keeping it cozy this month will benefit your mental health. Be open minded and you might just find a match that complements your harmony.
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Scorpio
You’re secretive by nature and that’s ok. Trusting people is not easy, especially if you’ve had your heart broken one too many times before. However, while talking on Dil Mil, try to embrace transparency in your conversations, it’ll help you forge deeper connections and then with time, automatically build trust. 
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Sagittarius
Happy birthday month!! Your adventurous spirit is set for a thrilling journey this month. Get an early head start by figuring out your 2024 resolutions and plan a few vacays to treat yourself. Also just swipe right, send the first message, and be open to the thrill of new connections! Maybe you have a new boo in time to take to that NYE party at your friend’s. Buckle up and enjoy the ride!
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Capricorn
It might be time for your disciplined nature to take a little holiday break. Try to let loose this month and enjoy the holiday cheer. Sometimes, spontaneity is the best policy and who knows, a surprise match might just make your holiday season even brighter! Think Deepika’s holiday in Tamasha but less drama haha. 
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Aquarius
Your independent nature might be tested this month. But remember, there’s strength in vulnerability. It’s perfectly okay to lean on others sometimes. After all, we all need a little help from our friends. Respond to that one person that’s asking all the deep questions, it could lead to something special!
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Pisces
Your empathic and intuitive nature will be your guiding star to conquer the last month of this year and end it on the right note. Trust your instincts when swiping and messaging. Your heart knows the way so just approach it with a positive attitude and embrace what’s coming to you with an open mind.
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Remember, these are just for fun. Whether you’re swiping right or sending that first message, December is a wonderful time to make connections and spread some love. Happy dating!
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Kesha was on and off of Dil Mil for two years, but she hadn’t found the man of her dreams yet. Kishan had just downloaded Dil Mil after having woken up one fine morning to realise that he was ready to settle down, but he didn’t want his parents to be filling a biodata and all that jazz for him – he wanted the autonomy of dating in his own way. As fate and the Algorithm Gods would have it, Kesha and Kishan ended up matching not too long after Kishan downloaded the app.




Upon their first interaction, Kishan had taken a liking to Kesha. He asked her out on a date within 24 hours of texting each other. The duo decided to set a date two weeks away – giving Kesha the time to suss out whether Kishan was just another creep or the real deal. Big claims galore though – Kesha and Kishan ended up FaceTiming each other day and night leading up to their first date – so much so that they had to put some boundaries and parameters in place in order to ensure they were getting the sleep they needed! 
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Although Kesha was originally in New York at the time, while Kishan was in Maryland, the both of them decided to meet up in the midpoint that was New Jersey for their first date. Kishan proposed TopGolf for their first date, but there were hours until their reservation. So, Kesha proposed axe throwing to kill the time – and to play on the competitive streak they both had in common. Kesha to this day claims beginner’s luck for Kishan on the axe throwing and that golf is his forte. Nonetheless, the two hit it off immensely and ended the date with a kiss just outside Top Golf.




After that, Kishan and Kesha kept meeting each other for more dates in different cities. For Kesha, she got to explore the States while dating Kishan. She had never been to Philadelphia nor Miami nor Delaware before – three places they both decided to meet up at. It was easy for the duo to travel and enjoy exploring new places and foods together due to Kesha’s career as a teacher – she automatically got holidays off of work, which helped Kishan coordinate long-distance, too. 
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For Kesha, she knew Kishan was the one on their third date. The duo were preparing for Thanksgiving together in Delaware, which included a relaxed night at Kishan’s house – and immaculate vibes. Being able to enjoy her time so immensely with Kishan and feeling so comfortable around him helped Kesha discover this. Meanwhile, for Kishan, Kesha became his person. She didn’t judge him for his past and his mistakes – rather, she helped him become the best version of himself. He found motivation to go back to school and pursue his dreams. For Kishan, he asked Kesha to be his girlfriend on the second date because he wanted Kesha to be his end game. He knew he found the one.
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Fast forward to a year later, and Kesha and Kishan found themselves meeting up in Philly. Kesha knew something was fishy about the entire thing. For one, Kishan had proposed the meet up with the premise of a client photoshoot – suggesting one for Kesha, too, that included an outfit change. Then, he also planned an entire romantic evening, which included wine on a rooftop, which was Kesha’s favourite thing. The cat was almost let out of the bag when Kesha ran into her cousins at the local Dave & Busters – but she went with the flow. By the end of night, Kesha expected the proposal to be at the rooftop. However, it wasn’t until the couple ended their photoshoot at Pier’s Landing. Much to Kesha’s surprise, there emerged 50 of her closest friends and family members – leaving an element of surprise and magic to the entire proposal, even if she had a hunch!
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The duo ended up tying the knot and solidifying their forever relationship in July 2022. Talk about a Dil Mil ever after!
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Juskiren and Jaspreet both got on Dil Mil in the UK to find their special someone online. During the time of COVID-19, quarantining, and social distancing, they felt this was truly the only way to meet someone.




Shortly after, they matched and started talking. On their first date, Juskiren found herself to be extremely nervous. They had decided to meet at a local Nandos in a shopping centre halfway between them. The date was very casual and easygoing. There was no pressure from either of them, and Juskiren instantly knew Jaspreet was the one. She already liked his personality so much while talking to him online, and seeing him in person just confirmed that he was the one for her.
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Juskiren noticed that Jaspreet was extremely humble, honest and open – something she found striking, and to her, was very rare in her experience. Jaspreet didn’t brag or big up himself. On their first date, she found that Jaspreet was open to talk about things that most people wouldn’t speak about on their first date. They clicked well.




Juskiren and Jaspreet’s dating journey was rather simple and old school. Considering it occurred through the COVID-19 Pandemic, there were several restrictions which didn’t leave them with too many places to go out to. Additionally, Jaspreet and Juskiren’s schedules were also totally misaligned cause he worked most weekends and it didn’t help that their homes were rather far from each other, leaving no scope for spontaneity.. They would try their best, and really have to plan things but would be able to meet only as often as once a month. Believe it or not, before they got married, they actually only met about 10 times and knew each other for less than a year – but, hey, when you know, you know!
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Since both hail from traditional Sikh families, the proposal included his family going over to her house and setting the date together. In today’s day and age of splashy & viral proposals around the globe involving big gestures, they decided to keep it intimate and follow the  time-honoured tradition of having the elders of the house involved. Juskiren really appreciated how close Jaspreet and his family were to Punjabi values and culture. The couple tied the knot in Birmingham, UK on November 27th, 2021, and just celebrated their second anniversary. Talk about soulmates!
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Is anyone else in shock that it’s almost 2024?! Where did time even go? Wow! Nonetheless, we can all agree that December is definitely one of the best and most magical months of the year; beautiful lights, Christmas spirit galore and some vacation days haha!! It truly is the ideal month to slow down, be a little more present, and just reflect on your year while sipping on a warm glass of hot chocolate (or some mulled wine) and looking out the window (yes yes.. just like a Hallmark holiday movie).
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In that very spirit of reflection, let’s take a look at what the universe has planned for your love life this December.




Aries
Your passionate, fiery spirit is the perfect contrast to December’s chilly winds. This month, you might find someone who can match your energy. Finally, all the times your mom called you “extra” will pay off when you swipe right without hesitation, and match with someone just as hyped as you. Don’t shy away from making the first move. 
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Taurus
December brings a period of stability in your love life. It’s totally normal for you to not fall for those who show big gestures, instead appreciate and observe how someone shows up consistently for you. Although us brown people love money, remember money isn’t everything. If you’re deep in the swiping, reach out to your matches with thoughtful messages that spark deep conversations and pay attention to the quality of the person versus their financial status.  
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Gemini 




Your social energy is a magnet at holiday parties and will serve you well this month. You might find yourself connecting with intriguing new people. So, put on your festive attire and let the magic happen! With cuffing season, your Dil Mil might also be buzzing with exciting potentials.
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Cancer




Even though you’re known for your emotional intelligence, you might find December to be an emotional rollercoaster. It’s a perfect month to open up and allow vulnerability in your relationships. Remember, it’s the season of sharing, and that includes feelings too! It might just lead to a heartfelt holiday connection!
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Leo
Your charismatic personality will shine bright this holiday season and on your Dil Mil profile too, attracting tons of matches. Think Bunny from yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani, it was a party wherever he went! However, remember to not get overwhelmed and also make time for self-love.
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Virgo
Your analytical nature might be tempted to overthink your love life this month. Try not to over-analyze every message or profile otherwise you might end up all alone in the future just like Sid Malhotra’s character in Baar Baar Dekho and unfortunately, they haven’t really invented time travel yet haha. Loosen up and let things unfold organically. Love is an art, not a science equation.
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Libra
It’s a month full of new ideas, opportunities and a lot more for you. Your love for balance and harmony will guide you through it all. While you do love a good big party, keeping it cozy this month will benefit your mental health. Be open minded and you might just find a match that complements your harmony.
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Scorpio
You’re secretive by nature and that’s ok. Trusting people is not easy, especially if you’ve had your heart broken one too many times before. However, while talking on Dil Mil, try to embrace transparency in your conversations, it’ll help you forge deeper connections and then with time, automatically build trust. 
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Sagittarius
Happy birthday month!! Your adventurous spirit is set for a thrilling journey this month. Get an early head start by figuring out your 2024 resolutions and plan a few vacays to treat yourself. Also just swipe right, send the first message, and be open to the thrill of new connections! Maybe you have a new boo in time to take to that NYE party at your friend’s. Buckle up and enjoy the ride!
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Capricorn
It might be time for your disciplined nature to take a little holiday break. Try to let loose this month and enjoy the holiday cheer. Sometimes, spontaneity is the best policy and who knows, a surprise match might just make your holiday season even brighter! Think Deepika’s holiday in Tamasha but less drama haha. 
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Aquarius
Your independent nature might be tested this month. But remember, there’s strength in vulnerability. It’s perfectly okay to lean on others sometimes. After all, we all need a little help from our friends. Respond to that one person that’s asking all the deep questions, it could lead to something special!
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Pisces
Your empathic and intuitive nature will be your guiding star to conquer the last month of this year and end it on the right note. Trust your instincts when swiping and messaging. Your heart knows the way so just approach it with a positive attitude and embrace what’s coming to you with an open mind.
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Remember, these are just for fun. Whether you’re swiping right or sending that first message, December is a wonderful time to make connections and spread some love. Happy dating!
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Within 24hrs Of Matching, They Already Had Their First Date Planned!







Kesha was on and off of Dil Mil for two years, but she hadn’t found the man of her dreams yet. Kishan had just downloaded Dil Mil after having woken up one fine morning to realise that he was ready to settle down, but he didn’t want his parents to be filling a biodata and all that jazz for him – he wanted the autonomy of dating in his own way. As fate and the Algorithm Gods would have it, Kesha and Kishan ended up matching not too long after Kishan downloaded the app.




Upon their first interaction, Kishan had taken a liking to Kesha. He asked her out on a date within 24 hours of texting each other. The duo decided to set a date two weeks away – giving Kesha the time to suss out whether Kishan was just another creep or the real deal. Big claims galore though – Kesha and Kishan ended up FaceTiming each other day and night leading up to their first date – so much so that they had to put some boundaries and parameters in place in order to ensure they were getting the sleep they needed! 
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Although Kesha was originally in New York at the time, while Kishan was in Maryland, the both of them decided to meet up in the midpoint that was New Jersey for their first date. Kishan proposed TopGolf for their first date, but there were hours until their reservation. So, Kesha proposed axe throwing to kill the time – and to play on the competitive streak they both had in common. Kesha to this day claims beginner’s luck for Kishan on the axe throwing and that golf is his forte. Nonetheless, the two hit it off immensely and ended the date with a kiss just outside Top Golf.




After that, Kishan and Kesha kept meeting each other for more dates in different cities. For Kesha, she got to explore the States while dating Kishan. She had never been to Philadelphia nor Miami nor Delaware before – three places they both decided to meet up at. It was easy for the duo to travel and enjoy exploring new places and foods together due to Kesha’s career as a teacher – she automatically got holidays off of work, which helped Kishan coordinate long-distance, too. 
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For Kesha, she knew Kishan was the one on their third date. The duo were preparing for Thanksgiving together in Delaware, which included a relaxed night at Kishan’s house – and immaculate vibes. Being able to enjoy her time so immensely with Kishan and feeling so comfortable around him helped Kesha discover this. Meanwhile, for Kishan, Kesha became his person. She didn’t judge him for his past and his mistakes – rather, she helped him become the best version of himself. He found motivation to go back to school and pursue his dreams. For Kishan, he asked Kesha to be his girlfriend on the second date because he wanted Kesha to be his end game. He knew he found the one.
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Fast forward to a year later, and Kesha and Kishan found themselves meeting up in Philly. Kesha knew something was fishy about the entire thing. For one, Kishan had proposed the meet up with the premise of a client photoshoot – suggesting one for Kesha, too, that included an outfit change. Then, he also planned an entire romantic evening, which included wine on a rooftop, which was Kesha’s favourite thing. The cat was almost let out of the bag when Kesha ran into her cousins at the local Dave & Busters – but she went with the flow. By the end of night, Kesha expected the proposal to be at the rooftop. However, it wasn’t until the couple ended their photoshoot at Pier’s Landing. Much to Kesha’s surprise, there emerged 50 of her closest friends and family members – leaving an element of surprise and magic to the entire proposal, even if she had a hunch!
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The duo ended up tying the knot and solidifying their forever relationship in July 2022. Talk about a Dil Mil ever after!
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When You Know, You Just Know.. Talk About Soulmates!







Juskiren and Jaspreet both got on Dil Mil in the UK to find their special someone online. During the time of COVID-19, quarantining, and social distancing, they felt this was truly the only way to meet someone.




Shortly after, they matched and started talking. On their first date, Juskiren found herself to be extremely nervous. They had decided to meet at a local Nandos in a shopping centre halfway between them. The date was very casual and easygoing. There was no pressure from either of them, and Juskiren instantly knew Jaspreet was the one. She already liked his personality so much while talking to him online, and seeing him in person just confirmed that he was the one for her.
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Juskiren noticed that Jaspreet was extremely humble, honest and open – something she found striking, and to her, was very rare in her experience. Jaspreet didn’t brag or big up himself. On their first date, she found that Jaspreet was open to talk about things that most people wouldn’t speak about on their first date. They clicked well.




Juskiren and Jaspreet’s dating journey was rather simple and old school. Considering it occurred through the COVID-19 Pandemic, there were several restrictions which didn’t leave them with too many places to go out to. Additionally, Jaspreet and Juskiren’s schedules were also totally misaligned cause he worked most weekends and it didn’t help that their homes were rather far from each other, leaving no scope for spontaneity.. They would try their best, and really have to plan things but would be able to meet only as often as once a month. Believe it or not, before they got married, they actually only met about 10 times and knew each other for less than a year – but, hey, when you know, you know!
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Since both hail from traditional Sikh families, the proposal included his family going over to her house and setting the date together. In today’s day and age of splashy & viral proposals around the globe involving big gestures, they decided to keep it intimate and follow the  time-honoured tradition of having the elders of the house involved. Juskiren really appreciated how close Jaspreet and his family were to Punjabi values and culture. The couple tied the knot in Birmingham, UK on November 27th, 2021, and just celebrated their second anniversary. Talk about soulmates!
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Your December Horoscopes: The Grand Finale!


Is anyone else in shock that it’s almost 2024?! Where did time even go? Wow! Nonetheless, we can all agree that December is definitely one of the best and most magical months of the year; beautiful lights, Christmas spirit galore and some vacation days haha!! It truly is the ideal month to slow down, be a little more present, and just reflect on your year while sipping on a warm glass of hot chocolate (or some mulled wine) and looking out the window (yes yes.. just like a Hallmark holiday movie).
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In that very spirit of reflection, let’s take a look at what the universe has planned for your love life this December.




Aries
Your passionate, fiery spirit is the perfect contrast to December’s chilly winds. This month, you might find someone who can match your energy. Finally, all the times your mom called you “extra” will pay off when you swipe right without hesitation, and match with someone just as hyped as you. Don’t shy away from making the first move. 
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Taurus
December brings a period of stability in your love life. It’s totally normal for you to not fall for those who show big gestures, instead appreciate and observe how someone shows up consistently for you. Although us brown people love money, remember money isn’t everything. If you’re deep in the swiping, reach out to your matches with thoughtful messages that spark deep conversations and pay attention to the quality of the person versus their financial status.  
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Gemini 




Your social energy is a magnet at holiday parties and will serve you well this month. You might find yourself connecting with intriguing new people. So, put on your festive attire and let the magic happen! With cuffing season, your Dil Mil might also be buzzing with exciting potentials.
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Cancer




Even though you’re known for your emotional intelligence, you might find December to be an emotional rollercoaster. It’s a perfect month to open up and allow vulnerability in your relationships. Remember, it’s the season of sharing, and that includes feelings too! It might just lead to a heartfelt holiday connection!
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Leo
Your charismatic personality will shine bright this holiday season and on your Dil Mil profile too, attracting tons of matches. Think Bunny from yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani, it was a party wherever he went! However, remember to not get overwhelmed and also make time for self-love.
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Virgo
Your analytical nature might be tempted to overthink your love life this month. Try not to over-analyze every message or profile otherwise you might end up all alone in the future just like Sid Malhotra’s character in Baar Baar Dekho and unfortunately, they haven’t really invented time travel yet haha. Loosen up and let things unfold organically. Love is an art, not a science equation.
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Libra
It’s a month full of new ideas, opportunities and a lot more for you. Your love for balance and harmony will guide you through it all. While you do love a good big party, keeping it cozy this month will benefit your mental health. Be open minded and you might just find a match that complements your harmony.
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Scorpio
You’re secretive by nature and that’s ok. Trusting people is not easy, especially if you’ve had your heart broken one too many times before. However, while talking on Dil Mil, try to embrace transparency in your conversations, it’ll help you forge deeper connections and then with time, automatically build trust. 
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Sagittarius
Happy birthday month!! Your adventurous spirit is set for a thrilling journey this month. Get an early head start by figuring out your 2024 resolutions and plan a few vacays to treat yourself. Also just swipe right, send the first message, and be open to the thrill of new connections! Maybe you have a new boo in time to take to that NYE party at your friend’s. Buckle up and enjoy the ride!
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Capricorn
It might be time for your disciplined nature to take a little holiday break. Try to let loose this month and enjoy the holiday cheer. Sometimes, spontaneity is the best policy and who knows, a surprise match might just make your holiday season even brighter! Think Deepika’s holiday in Tamasha but less drama haha. 
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Aquarius
Your independent nature might be tested this month. But remember, there’s strength in vulnerability. It’s perfectly okay to lean on others sometimes. After all, we all need a little help from our friends. Respond to that one person that’s asking all the deep questions, it could lead to something special!
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Pisces
Your empathic and intuitive nature will be your guiding star to conquer the last month of this year and end it on the right note. Trust your instincts when swiping and messaging. Your heart knows the way so just approach it with a positive attitude and embrace what’s coming to you with an open mind.
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Remember, these are just for fun. Whether you’re swiping right or sending that first message, December is a wonderful time to make connections and spread some love. Happy dating!
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Within 24hrs Of Matching, They Already Had Their First Date Planned!







Kesha was on and off of Dil Mil for two years, but she hadn’t found the man of her dreams yet. Kishan had just downloaded Dil Mil after having woken up one fine morning to realise that he was ready to settle down, but he didn’t want his parents to be filling a biodata and all that jazz for him – he wanted the autonomy of dating in his own way. As fate and the Algorithm Gods would have it, Kesha and Kishan ended up matching not too long after Kishan downloaded the app.




Upon their first interaction, Kishan had taken a liking to Kesha. He asked her out on a date within 24 hours of texting each other. The duo decided to set a date two weeks away – giving Kesha the time to suss out whether Kishan was just another creep or the real deal. Big claims galore though – Kesha and Kishan ended up FaceTiming each other day and night leading up to their first date – so much so that they had to put some boundaries and parameters in place in order to ensure they were getting the sleep they needed! 
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Although Kesha was originally in New York at the time, while Kishan was in Maryland, the both of them decided to meet up in the midpoint that was New Jersey for their first date. Kishan proposed TopGolf for their first date, but there were hours until their reservation. So, Kesha proposed axe throwing to kill the time – and to play on the competitive streak they both had in common. Kesha to this day claims beginner’s luck for Kishan on the axe throwing and that golf is his forte. Nonetheless, the two hit it off immensely and ended the date with a kiss just outside Top Golf.




After that, Kishan and Kesha kept meeting each other for more dates in different cities. For Kesha, she got to explore the States while dating Kishan. She had never been to Philadelphia nor Miami nor Delaware before – three places they both decided to meet up at. It was easy for the duo to travel and enjoy exploring new places and foods together due to Kesha’s career as a teacher – she automatically got holidays off of work, which helped Kishan coordinate long-distance, too. 
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For Kesha, she knew Kishan was the one on their third date. The duo were preparing for Thanksgiving together in Delaware, which included a relaxed night at Kishan’s house – and immaculate vibes. Being able to enjoy her time so immensely with Kishan and feeling so comfortable around him helped Kesha discover this. Meanwhile, for Kishan, Kesha became his person. She didn’t judge him for his past and his mistakes – rather, she helped him become the best version of himself. He found motivation to go back to school and pursue his dreams. For Kishan, he asked Kesha to be his girlfriend on the second date because he wanted Kesha to be his end game. He knew he found the one.
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Fast forward to a year later, and Kesha and Kishan found themselves meeting up in Philly. Kesha knew something was fishy about the entire thing. For one, Kishan had proposed the meet up with the premise of a client photoshoot – suggesting one for Kesha, too, that included an outfit change. Then, he also planned an entire romantic evening, which included wine on a rooftop, which was Kesha’s favourite thing. The cat was almost let out of the bag when Kesha ran into her cousins at the local Dave & Busters – but she went with the flow. By the end of night, Kesha expected the proposal to be at the rooftop. However, it wasn’t until the couple ended their photoshoot at Pier’s Landing. Much to Kesha’s surprise, there emerged 50 of her closest friends and family members – leaving an element of surprise and magic to the entire proposal, even if she had a hunch!
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The duo ended up tying the knot and solidifying their forever relationship in July 2022. Talk about a Dil Mil ever after!
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